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STYLE
SELECTOR
Here’s our pick of the latest kitchen,
bedroom and bathroom styles
Words: Yvette Murrell

Schüller

When it comes to redecorating your kitchen, now is the time to think pink.
Right on trend for 2017 is this Pastel Rosé satin finish, part of the Schüller C
collection. Create a contemporary look with a retro feel by combining this soft
pink shade with strikingly dark Shaker-style panelled door fronts, shown here in
anthracite. The Vienna kitchen is priced around £9115, available from InHouse
Inspired Room Design.
01661 842304 or www.inhouseltd.co.uk
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Daval

Camden is the latest collection of made-to-measure kitchen furniture from Daval and is now
available in three brand-new gloss lacquer finishes: Cashmere, Dove Grey and Dust Grey. Built from
sustainable materials, prices for the range start from £3000, with a complete kitchen, as pictured in
Dove Grey (on the cabinets) and Dust Grey (on the island), costing approximately £7000.
01484 848500 or www.daval-furniture.co.uk

Zip
Xey

Spanish furniture manufacturer Xey is making its way to the UK to deliver bespoke space-optimising
solutions for every room in the home. Pictured here and on show in Xey’s new London showroom is
the S1 handleless kitchen – a minimalist design featuring sleek cabinetry that is available in a variety
of laminate, lacquer and wood veneer finishes. Kitchens are priced from £14,000 and are covered
by a 12-year warranty as standard.
020 3876 3724 or www.xeyuk.com
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If you’re looking for the best, but you’re on a budget, then
you’ll be pleased to know that Zip has launched its very
first entry-level Hydrotap. Starting from £1099, the new
Hydrotap provides filtered boiling and ambient water and
comes in a choice of finishes – including bright chrome
(shown), brushed chrome and matt black. Ideal for smaller
kitchens, the tap eliminates the need for a kettle or filter
water jug on the countertop and comes with a compact
tank that takes up little room under the sink.
0345 600 5005 or www.ziphome.co.uk
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Angela Groundwater

London-based designer Angela Groundwater has been handdrawing and designing wallpaper since 2012. She has created an
impressive series of concept-driven looks, including the custommade Jewelled Venus design inspired by the Anatomical Venus
of 19th-century Florence. This particular wallpaper is available in
three different colourways: Midnight (shown left), Spring Green and
Biscuit. Prices start at £150 for a 10m roll.
www.angela-groundwater.com

Maisons du Monde

Nubie

The new children’s storage range from Danish design brand Oliver
Furniture, designed by Søren Rørbæk, is as stylish as it is practical.
Pictured is the White Oak Oliver dresser. Its Scandi-cool design has six
soft-closing drawers with leather pulls and smooth, rounded edges to
help make it safer for little ones. There are handy hooks on either side,
as well as the option of having two different-sized changing tables
secured on top. Priced £822 from Nubie, with matching wardrobes
also available.
01825 724160 or www.nubie.co.uk
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Having already made an impact in Europe – with over
300 stores and a heritage that spans over 20 years
– Maisons du Monde has finally arrived in the UK,
bringing with it an eclectic range of affordable and
stylish interior products. Pictured (left) is the Explore
gold metal wall art, £115, Lakota headboard, £379,
Woodpecker wooden bedside table, £115, Brooks
gold desk lamp, £76, Octave distressed end table,
£80, and a selection of cushions, from £18.
0808 234 2172 or www.maisonsdumonde.com

Crown Paints

Bring the outdoors in with Crown Paints’s autumn/winter
2017 trends. Patterned Landscape is a mix of earthy
greens and muted stones, accented with a rich copper
metallic. Pick a shade to incorporate into your room,
or combine all and create a decorative feature wall.
Shown above are Steam Engine (Period Collection flat
matt emulsion), On the Rocks (matt and silk emulsion),
Alliance (matt and silk emulsion) and Copper (metallic
emulsion). Prices start from £14.99 for 2.5 litres.
0330 024 0281 or www.crownpaints.co.uk
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Mira

Perfect for the tech-savvy, Mira Mode
comes with a remote control so you
can turn the shower on from your
bed. There is also a mobile app so
individual users can personalise and
save the flow and temperature of their
ideal shower on their smartphone. It
features the Mira Switch showerhead
that includes four sprays, with a
simple button to switch between
them. Mira Mode showers are priced
from £515.
0844 571 5000 or
www.mirashowers.co.uk

Crosswater

It has been 10 years since Crosswater’s iconic
Water Square tap first launched with its signature
waterfall flow and high-shine chrome finish. Now,
the same design has taken on a different shape –
the Water Circle. The new range includes three-hole
and two-hole mixers, monoblocs and bath fillers,
and Crosswater has also brought out a special
anniversary-edition tap, handmade with a Murano
glass handle (shown). Priced £529, it is made to
order only.
0845 873 8840 or www.crosswater.co.uk
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Victoria + Albert Baths

Victoria + Albert Baths has unveiled a new bath conceived
by leading British architecture and interior design studio
Conran + Partners. Eldon, priced from £2880, takes on
the appearance of a freestanding bath while still having a
back-to-wall design for ease of installation. It is also perfect
for smaller spaces. The back ledge conveniently doubles
as a shelf for deck-mounted taps – or a glass of wine.
01952 221100 or www.vandabaths.com

Pamesa

Add a splash of colour to your bathroom with Pamesa’s Futura range of nature-inspired ceramic wall
tiles. Set up in a mural form using 25 x 50cm tiles, the exotic pattern of birds, flowers and wildlife
(shown here in shades of blue and pink) is completed with a gloss finish. Available from Domestic
Heating Services, priced £25 per sq m.
01481 725460 or www.dhs.gg
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